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Name: Kanan Vest Hair: light brown Age: 25 In-game avatar: brown [blue] x Favorite Weapon:
shotgun Favorite Character: Kanan Vest A set of downward stairs led him to a vast open

space ankle deep in foul-smelling. The pinch-faced Priest snapped angrily as he cranked the
key in the lock. “It’s freezing in here,” Kanan muttered. A floating screen popped up, and the
words “To the Galactic Archives!” appeared. Lousy net-connection! “Anything you say,” the
Priest responded. “And fast!” Kanan snapped. “We’re coming,” came the voice on the other

end. A red “Confirm” box appeared. “I know,” Kanan said. “I’m the one who confirmed.”
Before he could try to put a stop to it, the box flashed green, and the screen hummed to life.

A large “Welcome!” appeared on the screen. “We’re all pleased to see you. Please take a
seat in the waiting area.” “Fine!” the voice complained. The area was a long, wide, open
room that contained dozens of stations and creatures of different designs. The walls were

mostly empty, only crossed by plenty of hooks and rails holding all sorts of decorations and
trinkets, mostly for sale. Rows of chairs faced the other way, with bars on the windows lining

the room. A small counter of sorts lined one wall, but the majority of the room was
unoccupied. Kanan took a seat in a padded chair, across the room from the ship. “Well?” he

asked, grumpily. “It looks like you have a direct line,” the ‘we’ in the computer stated. “When
we begin ‘processing’ your request, you’ll get a call back.” “Of course!” Kanan agreed.
“Tough luck,” the voice on the other end said. “We’re going to have to cut off the line.”
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